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The quasi-stationary Maxwell equations for a magnetic core with a non-linear 
characteristic and homeomorphic to a three dimensional torus are reduced to a 
unique evolution equation involving a monotone operator. This reduction is based 
on the properties of some functional spaces suited to the study of the operators 
“curl” and “div,” with different kinds of boundary and period conditions. Some 
existence, uniqueness and regularity results are proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of electromagnetic devices, displacement currents are usually 
neglected, so that the Maxwell equations reduce to a parabolic type system. 
We are here particularly concerned with the magnetic field distribution in 
transformer cores, and we study the simplest case of a core homeomorphic 
to a three-dimensional torus, with a given electromotive force CA(~) 
controlling the flux. More complex kinds of domains can be treated in the 
same way. Hysteresis phenomena are neglected, so that the non-linear 
magnetic characteristic [ can be assumed of monotone type with 
asymptotically linear behavior. We also assume that eddy currents are 
everywhere present, that is, the conductivity u is strictly positive. 
In Section 1 the problem is formulated in terms of the usual vector 
potential for the magnetic induction and a scalar potential for the electric 
field; in Section 2 several functional spaces are introduced to handle the 
differential operators “div” and “curl” and to take into account various 
kinds of boundary and periods conditions. The orthogonal decomposition of 
(L’(J2))-’ into divergence free vector functions and gradients (Foias and 
Temam, [6]) is used in Section 3 to reduce the problem to a unique evolution 
equation with a monotone operator, for which existence. uniqueness and 
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regularity results are derived. In Section 4 a direct approach to the problem, 
which could be more useful for the numerical treatment, is sketched. In 
Negro [ 101, a similar problem was studied, introducing a vector potential for 
the current density and a scalar potential for the magnetic field, with time 
periodic conditions, and allowing the electric conductivity to vanish. 
2. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ANDTHE 
ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIALS 
Let Q E R3 be a bounded open set with a smooth boundary ~32, 
homeomorphic to a bidimensional torus; let f and y be, respectively, a 
relative 2-cycle and an absolute l-cycle in R not homologous to 0; let n be 
the outward normal to 30, and v the normal to I-, oriented as in Fig. 1. 
We consider the following quasi-stationary Maxwell equations: 
j-curlH=O 
H=W in J2; 
div B = 0 
(1.1) 
n-B=0 on a.0; 
B=w (1.2) 
FIG. I 
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aB/l+t + curl E = 0 
j=oE in Q; 
div j = 0 
(1.3) 
nej=O on BR: 
I’ .j = 0 (1.4) 
H(O) = H,. 
We transform these equations recurring to the usual vector and scalar 
potentials: the flux w(t) being given, there exists, by Hodge’s theorem 
(Hodge, [8, III, 30.1]), a unique harmonic field a(t) on LX2 satisfying 
da = 0. 6a = 0; 1. a=o; 1’ a=w (1.5) 
-1 . ?I- 
(here d and 6 are the differential and codifferential operators on 20): we can 
then determine (Duff, [3, III]) a unique field A in B such that 
curl A = B. 
div A = 0. (1.6) 
nXA=nXa=ii 
(in fact, regarding B as a 2-form and A as a l-form, it is easily seen that the 
required compatibility conditions are satisfied. Moreover, the only harmonic 
l-field in 52 with null tangential component is 0). Since then 
curl(ZA/& + E) = 0 (1.7) 
and a’ = Q\f is simply connected, there exists a scalar potential cp such that 
c3Al2t + E = V’~I in 8’: (1.8) 
and since by (1.7) the tangential component of Vy, is continuous across r, it 
comes that 
is a real constant (f + and r- are the upper and lower sheets of f with 
respect to v). We have then 
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and therefore 
div a(Vy, - &I/at) = 0, 
n * a(Vql - %A/iit) = 0. (1.9) 
1 v. a(Vy, - 6A/lat) = 0: 
-I- 
moreover, Eq. ( 1.1) can be restated as 
u(Vv - ;iA/at) - curl H = a(Va, - &4/&) - curl [(curl A) = 0. 
that is, 
u aA/liit + curl [(curl A) = u0~. (1.10) 
3. SOME FUNCTIONAL SPACES 
This section deals with several functional spaces which occur in the study 
of electromagnetism problems. As a standard notation, if E is a space, we 
shall write [E for E3, and denote by (., .) the duality pairing between E’ and 
E. In the following, Q will be an open set such as described in Section 1. 
Our main references are the Hilbert spaces !L’(Q) and H’(R), of which we 
shall define some subspaces and their relating properties. We set (Duvaut 
and Lions [5, VII, 41): 
H(curl, Q) = (U E IL’(R)] curl u E L*(Q)}, 
H(div, 0) = (u E lLz(Q) 1 div u E L’(R)}. 
They are Hilbert spaces with respect to the graph norm, dense in ILL(R); for 
vector functions in such spaces, the tangential and normal components n x u 
and n . u can, respectively, be defined in IH-1’Z(iX2) and H-“‘(iif2). allowing 
us to consider the closed subspaces (dense in IL*(a)): 
H,(curl, Q) = (U E H(cur1, Q) 1 n x u = O}, 
H,(div,R)={uEH(div.R)]n.u=O}. 
The following relations then hold. 
(a) (Integration by parts theorem): 
(n x .Lv~)~~ = (curl .L @I - (-A curl a),’ 
(n . g, vjpn = (div g, !P> + (g. VY), 
(2.1) 
P-2) 
’ When duality pairings are considered for functions on different boundaries. the actual 
boundary will be explicitly denoted. 
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valid for all f E H(curl, f2), g E H(div. 0): @ E IH ‘(f2). @Ii!> = 
0 E IH “‘(~32); ‘f’YE H’(R). Yl,, = I//E H”‘(iiR). 
(b) (Friedrichs [ 7, lo]; Duvaut and Lions [ 5, VII]): 
H,(curl, f2) n H(div. J2) = (U E IP ‘(~2) / n x K = O}, 
N(curl, Q) n H,(div. ~2) = (U E It”(Q) 1 n . u = O}. 
We shall consider the space 
V, = (u E H,(curl, 0) 1 div u = 0). 
which is therefore a closed subspace of IH ‘(f2). and can be equipped with the 
equivalent Hilbert norm 
I14r,o= /Icurl &,o, 
because of Friedrichs’ inequality (Friedrichs [ 7 ]) and the non-existence of 
relative l-cycles in f2 not homologous to 0. 
Given a harmonic field a on 3.0, we shall also consider the closed afftne 
submanifold of H(curl, 52) 
V, = (U E H(cur1, 0) 1 div K = 0, n x u = c?}. 
which is a translation of V,. We consider then the closed subspaces of 
IL’(Q). 
H = (u E IL’(R) I div u = 0). 
K=(uEIL’(R)]curlu=O}, 
and refer to the orthogonal decomposition of L*(R) (Foias and Temam 16, 
1.2, 1.11): 
L*(Q) = Ho @ K, 
where H,=(uEHIn.u=O,J’,ll.u=O}. 
We call M and N = Z - M the projections of IL’(R) onto K and H,, 
respectively: both M and N are obviously symmetric and positive 
contractions. We then define 
W=(uEH,/curluEH,}, 
a Hilbert space with respect to the norm 
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and eventually 
i//= jlrEHyR’)lY(u)EF.I~ u=o 1. (0’ = n\r ). -0 
which, because of the O-mean value constraint, is a Hilbert space with 
respect to the norm 
We now claim that: 
PROPOSITION I. V, is dense in H. 
PROPOSITION II. 7~ is dense in L,!,,(a). 
PROPOSITION III. K = (u E k’(Q) / u = Vp, p E #‘/I. 
PROPOSITION IV. N is an isomorphism between V,, and W. 
PROPOSITION V. W is dense in H,. 
Proof of Proposition I. Vv E H, let v, be a sequence in H,(curl, Q) such 
that v,+ v in IL’(R). Define, for all n, pI: as the unique solution of 
P. E H;(Q). 
-Ap, = div v, 
and w, = v, + VP,. Then w, E V,, since: curl w, = curl v, E L’(a); div w, = 
div v, + Ap, = 0; and Vty E P(a): (n X VP,, v)an = (curl VP,, y) - 
(VP,. curl w) = (p,, div curl w) - (n . curl v/, pJan = 0. and hence n x w.= 
n X Vp, = 0. Moreover, since -Ap,= div v,+ div v = 0 in H-‘(Q), then 
p.-‘O in HA(R) and so Vp,-+O in IL*(Q), so that w,+v in H. 
Proof of Proposition II. In fact, i’/ 2 {U E K 12”(u) = 0) = H;(Q) = 
(U E H’(Q) I jn u = O}. which is dense in L;(G): if u E L;(Q). let u, be a 
sequence in H’(R) such that u,+ u in L*(R). Then, setting 
c, = p(a)-’ .J‘* II,, v, = u, - c, E H;(n); moreover, .(‘R u,+ .J’R u = 0, so that 
c, + 0 and v, -+ u in L;(R). 
Proof of Proposition III. If u = Vp for some p E N, let ty E (U(Q))‘. 
Then (curlu,~+~\ = j’,u.curly = j,,u.curlv = !‘,,Vp.curly/ = 
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-jRs p . div curl v + jan,(p, n . curl w) = (p/r+ - pi,-, 1’. curl w:!,- = 
Y(p) jr 1’ . curl v = 0 by Stokes’ theorem. Conversely, if u E K. let f E %/’ be 
defined by (f, w) = (u, VW), VW E t’c. 
The coercive problem 
pE P. 
(VP, VW) = (f, w, VI//E& 
has a unique solution p: we claim that z = u - Vp = 0. In fact, taking at first 
v E Cr(Q), and remarking that w = @ + c, where I$ E K, c E IF;; and 
V$ = VI//, we have: (div z, w) = -(z, Vy/) = -(z, Vt+G) = 0, so that div z = 0 
in L’(Q). Taking then v/ E P(4), we have (n . z, v)an = (div z, w) + 
(z, VW) = 0, so that n . z = 0. Taking at least w E C”(fi’) such that 
Y’(W) E I?. we have (v . z, Y’(~))r = (div z, w) + (z, VW) - (n . z. v)pn = 0. 
so that jr v . z = 0: therefore, z E H,. But curl Vp = 0 in B and u E K, and 
thus curl z = 0 in Q, so that z E K: hence, z = 0. 
Proof of Proposition IV. If v E V,, , of course NV E H, ; besides, curl NV 
= curl v -curl Mv = curl v E IL’(Q); div curl NV = 0: to prove that 
n . curl NV = 0, let v/ E H”2(8Y2) and !P E H’(R) such that YyI,, = w: then 
(n . curl v, v/)~~ = (div curl v, Y) + (curl v, V Y) = (v, curl V !P) + 
(n x v, Vv),, = 0. To prove at last that jr r . curl v = 0, consider in a region 
Q* G J2 bounded by I-, LX2 and a second 2cycle r’ relatively homologous to 
r a regular function 0 such that 01,. = 1 and 81,, = 0. We have: .)‘,- r . curl v 
=J‘,,.(n~curlv,8)=J‘,.divcurlv.8+)‘,.curlv~VB=J‘,~v~curlV8+ 
jan4n x v, V@ = jrurs (n x v, Vt9) = 0. Therefore, Nk’,, G W. (See Fig. 2) 
Conversely, if w E W, let f E VA be defined by (f, v) = (curl w, curl v) 
Vv E V,. (See Fig. 2.) 
FIG. 2 
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The coercive problem 
UE v,, 
(curl u, curl v) = (f, v) VVE v, 
has then a unique solution II, and Nu E W. To prove that Nu = w, it is 
sufficient to show that curl curl(Nu - w) = curl curl(u - w) = 0: in fact, 
Nu - w E W, so that both Nu - w and curl(Nu - w) E H,, in which all the 
harmonic fields are null (Duff [4, VI]), and hence if curl curl(Nu - w) = 0, 
so are curl(Nu -w) and Nu - w. Let therefore (D E (Q(0))’ and p E HA(Q) 
such that -dp = div (D: since tlxVp=O, V,SVPE VII and 
(curl curl(u - w), (0) = (curl(u - w), curl p) = (curl(u - w), 
curl(cp + VP)) = 0, so that curl curl(u - w) = 0 in (G”(0))‘. Remarking that 
eventually 
lluIIc.,,= Icurl uIIw, = llJWwq 
we conclude that N is an isomorphism. 
Remark. We can therefore consider the restriction N, = N],.O, and the 
inverse operator N; ‘: W + V,,; we recall that 
JIuIIHl= IINN~‘uIIw= I(N;‘uIll~,,= Ilcurl uII~~,~,; 
and moreover, N being a projection in L’(Q), N = N’. 
Proof of Proposition V. Vv E H, C H, let v, be a sequence in V, such 
that v,-+ v in IL*(Q) (by Proposition I): then w,= NV,+ NV = v in k’(Q). 
and w,E W. 
4. THE VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
We are now ready for the variational formulation of the problem. We shall 
assume that u is a positive constant, and that the function [: R” --) R3 is 
uniformly Lipschitz continuous and strongly monotone, that is, 
I@)-C(~)l<~l~-~l 
(r(u)-r(~),~-~)~~I~--lZ 
I, L > 0; vu, vu E IR’. 
From Eq. (1.9) we deduce that 
VlJ/EV, (V(o, VW) = (&l/i%, VW) in IL*(Q) (4.1) 
409/88/i-15 
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which characterizes Va, as the projection on K of aA/&, that is, Vq = 
M(aA/at). We shall make a change of variable, considering the unique 




n-/3=0 on Xl; 
1 rv*p=wy 
and the unique function T E H(cur1, a) defined by (Duff [ 3, III I): 
curl 71 =/I, 
div rr = 0, 
nx7r=ti. 
We remark that P = A - K E V,,; substituting in Eq. (1.10) we obtain (from 
here on, we shall pose U’ = du/dt, etc.): 
UP’ + curl [(curl P + p) = aMP’ + aM77’ - 07r’, 
GNP’ + curl [(curl P + /I) = -UN&. 
Such an equation yields the following variational problem: 
PROBLEM I. Find P such that 
P E LZ(O, T; V,), P’ E LZ(O, T; H), 
a(NP’, v) + ([(curl P + /3), curl v) = -a(Nn’, v). 
P(0) = P, (=A, + n(O)). 
vv E v,. (4.2) 
We recall now that N = N2, so that, setting NP = Q E W, NV = w E W, 
--NT’ = f E ZfO, if w(t) is suitably regular, and remarking that if v E V,, 
curl w = curl NV = curl v, we obtain 
PROBLEM II. Find Q such that 
QEL’(O,T;W); Q’EL’(O,T;&,), 
o(Q’, W) + ([(curl Q + P), curl w) = a(f, w), VWE w, (4.3) 
Q(O) = Qo (=NP,)- 
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Remarking that WC H, G W’ with continuous injections and dense 
images, existence and uniqueness results for Problem II are assured by 
THEOREM I. Under the hypotheses: f, f’ E L*(O, T; H,,); Q, E W, 
curl C(curl Q. + P(0)) E H, (4.4 ) 
there exists a unique solution Q of Problem II such that 
Q and Q’EL*(O,T;W)nL”(O,T;H,J. 
Moreover, curl [(curl Q + /3) E L’(0, T; H,). 
Remark I. The hypotheses assumed for f come true if the flux 
o(t) E H’(O, T), so that akn/8tk E L’(O, T, VakalaC), k = 0, 1, 2;2 also, 
Q, E W and curl [(curl Q,, +/I(O)) = j(0) imply that B(0) E L’(0). 
Remark II. The solution Q assured by Theorem I uniquely determines a 
function P = N, ‘Q, and therefore A = P + 7~. Then, the projection MA ’ 
uniquely determines a vector u E K which, by Proposition III, is such that 
u=vp, a, E P. Moreover, A E L2(0, T; V,), A ’ E LZ(O, T; v, !). 
vfp E L2(0, T; u_‘(O)). 
Proof of Theorem I. Define the operator c f“: W + W’ and the functional 
y E W’ by 
(. l-u, v) = (((curl u + /I) - @3), curl v) 
(Y. v) = -6X9, curl v) 
vu, vv E w. 
I 1 is easily seen to be coercive, strongly monotone and continuous on W, 
with 
we now claim that 
PROPOSITION VI. J”-u E H, o h = curl(c(cur1 u + /-I) - [Go)) E H,. 
Proof. .Nu E H, means that 3g E H, such that VW E W, (Mu, w) = 
(g, w); also, VW E W there is a uniquely determined v E I’,, such that 
w = NV. Hence: if h E H,, since N is the projection of L2(J2) on H,, we have 
2 L2(0, r, v k a ,,a,k) = (U E L’(O, T; H(curl. D)) I&4/iV E Vatalalk a.e.}. 
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(Mu, w) = ([(curl u + j3) - c(J), curl w) = ([(curl u + /3) - c(J), curl v) = 
(h, v) = (Mr, v) = (h, NV) = (h, w), so that taking g = h E H,, we may 
conclude that ~ lu E H,. Conversely, if c I “u E H,, we remark that Vv E V,, 
(<(curl u + p) - c(J), curl v) = ([(curl u + 8) - I;(j3), curl NV) = (c I u, Nv) = 
(g, NV) = (Ng, v) = (g, v). Taking now v, E (g(Q))‘. and defining p by 
P E fm)~ 
-dp = div rp, 
so that rp + Vp E V,, we have (h, (0) = (c(cur1 u +/?) -c(p), curl p) = 
([(curl u +p) - [@I), curl(q + VP)) = (g, (o + VP). But since g E H, and 
Vp E K, (g, Vp) = 0, so that (h, p) = (g, rp) and h = g E H,. 
Proposition VI allows us then to restate Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) by 
u(Q’, w) + (J-Q, w) = u(f, w) + (y, w) VWE w, (4.5) 
Q(0) = Q, E W; f ‘Q. - y(0) E Ho. (4.6) 
Such problem can be handled by a standard Galerkin approximation 
method, with a total basis in W: we derive here some a priori estimates 
which are formally written for the whole spaces. We shall note with ]] . ]] the 
norm in W and ] . 1 the norm in H,,. 
At first, multiplying (4.5) by Q, and referring to standard techniques 
(Lions [9]) we get 
IIQII L~(O,TtW) + IIQllLa~O.T.:Ho~ G const. 
Considering then Eq. (4.5) for l= 0, and multiplying by Q’(O), we get 
0 I Q’<W + Cc I’-Qo. Q’(o)) = WV% Q’(o), + (Y(O), Q’Wh 
that is, because of (4.6), 
0 I Q’W12 = (of(O) + ~(0) -L f -Qo. Q’(o)) 
G I of(O) + ~(0) -. f -Qol . I Q’CW 
whence 
u 1 Q’(O)1 < const. (4.7) 
Differentiating now Eq. (4.5) and multiplying by Q’, we get 
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We recall that [, being Lipschitz continuous, has an a.e. defined uniformly 
bounded derivative <‘, so that we have 
+ u f 1 Q’ I2 + ([‘(curl Q + p>(curl Q’ + P’), curl Q’) 
- (C’WP’, w-1 Q’) 
= o(f’, Q’) - (C’QW, curl Q’), 
from which 
CJ % IQ’ I* + c II Q’ II2 < 2(C(curl Q + p)/?‘, curl Q’) + 2a(f’, Q’); 
that is, for all q > 0, 
From this we get, as usual, integrating and recalling (4.7). 
II Q’ IIL~co,T:w, + II Q’ llL~~O.T:H,, < const. 
The existence of a solution of Problem II can therefore be proved. Moreover. 
since Q’ E L’(O. T, H,), we have that 
X-Q - y = a(f - Q’) E L’(O, T; H,). 
The proof of uniqueness is standard. because of the monotonicity of. I . . 
Remark on periodic solutions. Since the operator , 1 is monotone and 
continuous the problem of a periodic solution for Eq. (4.5) can be handled 
referring to the results of Lions 19, II. 7.41: we have then the following. 
THEOREM II. Under the hypothesis f E L’(O. T, H,), there exists a 
unique solution Q of the problem 
aQ’+~ I’Q=af+y, 
Q(O) = QU-1 
(4.8) 
such that Q E L2(0, T; IV) and Q’ E L’(O, T, W’). 
We can obtain greater regularity on Q’, making the further assumption 
that I -= ay, with p convex lower semicontinuous function in H, (such is the 
case when [= 8F, with F convex function in C’*‘(R’); see Negro [lo]). 
From Brezis [ 1, III, 6, 3.41 we obtain then 
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THEOREM III. Under the hypothesis f E L2(0, T, H,). there exists a 
unique solution Q of problem (4.8) such that Q E L’(0. T; W) and 
Q’ E L’(0. T; H,). 
In this case too we obtain I I ‘Q - y E L2(0, T; H,). 
5. A DIRECT APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
We remark that a direct formulation for Eqs. (1.10) and (4.1) can be 
considered, which may be more useful for the numerical treatment of the 
problem. Equations (1.10) and (4.1) yield the following. 
PROBLEM III. Find A. cp such that 
A E L2(0, T: V,); A’ E L’(0, T; H); cpEL?(O,T;@); A(0) =A,; 
a(A ’ - Vv,, v) + ([(curl A), curl v) = 0 VVE v,, (5.1) 
PP. VII/) = (A ‘3 VII/) Vy/EM. (5.2) 
The existence and uniqueness Theorem for Problem III is stated as 
THEOREM Ibis. Under the hypotheses 
a E H’(O, T), A(0) =A, E Vat,,,, curl [(curl A,) E H,, 
there exists a unique solution A, q~ of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) such thal 
A E L2(0, T; I’,)nL=(O, T; H); A’ E L *(O, T; I’, ,); (0 E L2(0, T; 9). 
A direct proof of this theorem can be given, by a Galerkin approximation 
method, using the same functions /I and II defined in Section 4, and obtaining 
analogous a priori estimates. In fact, differentiating Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), and 
letting v =A’ -z’ and IJ=~‘, it is possible to obtain, because of the 
assumptions on A,, the estimates 
IIA’ - Vr~ll~~.,~,~~~~,~,, + IIA’IILzco.T.H,furl.I~,, + ll~llL2co.r:~, ,< const. 
Letting then o = A - z we also get 
IIA II L*(O.r;H(curl.R~) + IIA IIL’KLW G COtm- 
As for uniqueness, if A* = A, -A, E I’,, and rp* = p, --q2, we get, by 
subtraction, 
-$ IA* I2 + 2([(curl A,) - [(curl A,), curl A*) = 2(Vrp*, A*). (5.3) 
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Choosing 
so that u/(O) = 0 and (Vyl’. VW) = (A *‘, VW), we get 
2 I.r(A*‘,V w) = lw(m. 
-0 
and integrating by parts 
2 I” (A*.V w’) + IVW(~)12 = 2c4 *m VW(T)) - 264:. Vy/(O)) 
-0 
from which 
2 ( (A *, VP,) 6 IA *m2. 
-0 
Equation (5.3) yields then 
JA*(7y2 +cj~~curlA*~‘< JA*(T)lZ. 
that is to say, 
(curl A * 1 = 0. 
A* is therefore a solution of 
curlA* =0 , 
div A * = 0, 
nxA*=O 
and so (Duff (4, VI]) A* = 0 a.e.: moreover, since 
lV~*l< lA*‘I, 
we also have ]Vrp* I = 0, that is, rp* = 0 a.e. 
Remark. In the case when (T = a(x) is a positive bounded measurable 
function in a, that is, when 
O<s<a(x)&S<+coa.e., 
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a priori estimates analogous to those obtained in this section can be 
established, permitting one to handle the problem. A transformation into a 
unique parabolic equation, such as carried out in Section 4, is slightly more 
complicated, and would require the use of analogous Sobolev spaces with 
weights. 
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